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ROOT-BOUND
SHRUBS
By THE PLANT PATHOLOGY BRANCH

T H E illustrated garden shrub (Cotoneaster)
strangled itself w i t h its own roots. W h e n
purchased several years earlier it had been
in the pot too long and the young roots,
not being able t o grow straight down had
spiralled round and round in the pot.

It grew well after transplanting in the
garden but as the trunk and roots thickened with age, the constriction became
worse till the sap flow eventually stopped.
Death of the shrub was preceded by a
gradual dieback of branches.
To
avoid
disappointment,
home
gardeners should never purchase large
plants in small pots because numerous
other shrubs, including Victorian ti-tree
are subject to this condition. Shrubs
raised for sale should be transferred from
time to time into large containers to
prevent them from becoming root bound.
General Hints

Care when transplanting shrubs or
trees from tins or pots will be repaid. If
the specimen is in a pot of sufficient size
for its needs, all the roots will be in the
ball of soil when it is removed from the
container.
The whole ball of soil should be planted
without disturbance and the ground
firmed down so that the roots do not
strike any air space when they grow on.
The new planting should, of course, be
adequately watered. The hole to receive
the the plant should be well watered
beforehand.
If the container was not quite sufficient
for the size of the plant some roots may
be lying flat at the bottom of the tin.
These should not be disturbed until the
moment of planting when they should be
gently straightened and divided so that
their future growth will be away from

each other. Any damaged roots should
be cleanly removed on the parent side of
the break to prevent rot or fungal infection. If damaged roots need to be pruned,
equivalent pruning of the foliage should
be made in compensation, unless the
specimen is a slim, straight-growing
variety whose future shape will be spoilt
by cutting.
A specimen whose roots have come free
from the soil of the container should be
planted so that the roots are spread
umbrella-like. This is done by building
the bottom of the hole into a conical shape
so that the roots lie outward and downwards around the cone of soil. A newlybought potted specimen should be kept
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well watered until planted so that the
soil in the container does not dry out and
fall away from the roots when the container is removed. A further insurance is
to submerge the pot in a bucket of water
for a few minutes just before removing
the plant and soil from the container.
Allowance should be made for the soil
around the new planting to subside and
it is generally wise to plant a little above
normal ground level. The soil should
reach the same level on the stem of the
plant as it did in the container.
Immature compost should not be placed
close to the roots as its heat can burn the
roots sufficiently to retard or kill the tree.

Fertiliser should not be placed in contact
with the roots but below and around them
so that the roots grow to the fertiliser.
If the specimen is bought in a gardening
pot, this is gently shaken and tapped
until the earth is free and can be removed
in one lump. With tinned specimens, the
bottom of the tin is removed and the soil
and plant slid through the tin. If this
cannot be done the seam of the tin should
be cut with tin-snips. It is not satisfactory to plant the bottomless tin in the
ground with the tree (as is sometimes
done for least disturbance of roots)
because roots can only grow downwards
and not outwards.
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